Remembrance Jewelry

- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside a pendant or bracelet.
- Nambé Flight, Strength and Cross include black leather cord.
- Key Pendant, Nambé Oval and Heart pendants include black silk cord.
- All other pendants, chains sold separately.

- **Sterling Silver Nambé Flight**
  - 210275
  - Measures .44” diameter x 3.13”h
  - Cord 24” long

- **Sterling Silver Nambé Strength**
  - 210278
  - Measures 1.13”w x 1.75”h
  - Cord 18” long

- **Sterling Silver Nambé Cross**
  - 235823
  - Measures 1.13”w x 2”h
  - Cord 18” long

- **Sterling Silver Nambé Heart**
  - 235822
  - Measures 1.63”w x 1.5”h
  - Cord 18” long

- **Sterling Silver Nambé Oval Bracelet**
  - 236067
  - Measures .63”w x .13”h x 7” long

- **Sterling Silver Key Pendant**
  - 248381
  - Measures 1”w x 2.25”h
  - Cord 19” long

- **Sideways Sterling Silver Heart**
  - 255748
  - Measures .60”w x .60”h

- **Sterling Silver Starfish**
  - 255749
  - Measures .95”w x 1”h
  - Includes sterling silver chain that adjusts to 18” or 20” length.

- **Sideways Sterling Cross**
  - 255747
  - Measures .64”w x 1.1”h

- **Women’s Chain**
  - 20” 14K gold - 210284
  - 20” sterling silver - 210280

- **Men’s Chain**
  - 20” sterling silver - 221619

*Chain sold separately*
Stainless Pendants
Stainless Steel Jewelry
- Crafted in stainless steel
- Includes stainless steel chain that adjusts to 18" or 20" length
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside pendant

Montane Collection®
Stainless Steel Jewelry
- Brushed and polished stainless steel
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside the piece
- Each piece can be purchased individually or as a set (243798)

Cause Ribbon
Stainless Steel Jewelry
- Polished stainless steel ribbon pin with colored epoxy fill
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside the ribbon
- Can be worn as a pin or pendant
- Measures 1"w x .25"d x 1.75"h

Dog Tag
Stainless Steel Jewelry
- Stainless steel dog tag
- Includes 24" stainless steel beaded chain
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside dog tag
- Name and/or date personalization on front or back of dog tag included
LifeStories Medallion Beads

- Crafted in sterling silver
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside the piece
- Will work with most popular bead companies’ products
- Can be utilized as a bead or pendant
- Personalization included (initials only)
- Medallion beads measure .75”w x .13”d x 1.25”h

Antique finish and colors will vary in intensity and appearance. Color of actual product may vary from photographic representation.
Marcelo Gem Beads
with Cut Glass Crystal – Birthstone Series

- Crafted in sterling silver
- If desired, you can arrange for your funeral professional to place cremated remains inside the piece
- Will work with most popular bead companies’ products
- Marcelo beads measure .75”w x .3”d x 1.25”h

Gems are fragile, as they are constructed from glass. Color of actual product may vary from photographic representation.

Bracelet Starter Set

- Crafted in sterling silver
- Includes one sterling silver gripper bead
- Bracelet available in 7.75” and 8.5” lengths
- Additional gripper beads sold separately for an additional charge (249901)

Stainless Steel Necklace

- Crafted in stainless steel
- Necklace available in 20” length
Theme Bead Sets

- Crafted in sterling silver, Murano Glass, natural stone, or hand blown glass
- Available only in sets as shown
- Will work with most popular bead companies’ products
- Themed bead sets do not allow for placement of remains

Shown with Butterfly medallion bead (248434) and General theme bead set (248395) (sold separately)

Actual product may vary from photographic representation based on manufacturer availability.
**Creating LifeStories Beads Selections**

Follow these simple assembly instructions to select and arrange your unique keepsake. Now you can create a personal tribute to your loved one that you’ll cherish for years to come.

1. Choose a bracelet or necklace. For correct bracelet length, measure your wrist and add an extra 1" to 1½" to allow for the width of the beads.

2. Slide your LifeStories medallion beads or Marcelo bead gems and themed bead sets onto the chain.

3. A gripper bead is included with the purchase of each bracelet and can be used to keep the beads from sliding. These beads have a rubber gasket that fits snugly to the bracelet and can easily be moved where desired.

4. Arrange your beads any way you want. The variations are endless.

---

**Taking Care of Your Sterling Silver**

As sterling silver is exposed to pollutants in the air, it becomes tarnished and loses its luster because of oxidation. If you follow a few basic guidelines, however, caring for sterling silver is easy – and you’ll add to its beauty and value.

1. Before each wearing, polish your sterling silver with a polishing cloth. These cloths are treated with a special jeweler’s rouge, which removes light tarnish and won’t scratch your jewelry.

2. After each wearing, polish and store your sterling silver in an airtight compartment or plastic bag to minimize tarnishing.

3. Put your jewelry on last. Exposing jewelry to hair spray, cosmetics and perfume can cause spots. It also should be removed before swimming, showering, and dishwashing, or when handling bleaches, alcohols and cleansers.